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Dear Mr. Speaker: 

 

I have the pleasure and honour to present to you the Annual Report of the Conflict of 

Interest Commissioner and Registrar of Lobbyists for the period of April 1, 2014 to 

March 31, 2015. 

 

This Report is submitted pursuant to Section 25 of The Members’ Conflict of Interest Act, 

Chapter M-11.11, Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1993. 

 

 

Yours respectfully, 

 

 

 

 

Ronald L. Barclay, Q.C. 

Conflict of Interest Commissioner 
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ANNUAL REPORT 

 

To the Legislative Assembly 

 

For the Year Ending March 31, 2015 

 

 

 
It is an honour and privilege to submit my fifth Annual 

Report of the Office of the Conflict of Interest Commissioner 

for the Province of Saskatchewan. I was formally appointed 

to a five-year term by Resolution of the Legislative 

Assembly of Saskatchewan on April 29, 2010. 

 

On December 2, 2014, I was re-appointed by the Legislative 

Assembly of Saskatchewan as Conflict of Interest 

Commissioner for the Province of Saskatchewan for a 

further period of five years which second term commences 

on April 29, 2015. 
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THE OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS 

The responsibilities of the Members as I stated in my last Annual Report are as follows: 

Persons elected to the Legislative Assembly of Saskatchewan are subject to statutory obligations 

designed to avoid any conduct that may constitute a conflict of interest on the part of the Member. 

These statutory obligations are set forth in The Members’ Conflict of Interest Act (the Act) 

adopted by the Legislative Assembly twenty-one (21) years ago. 

 

Members are prohibited from using information that they have acquired as Members of the 

Legislative Assembly and which is not available to the general public, for the purpose of 

advancing the private interest of the Member, his or her family, or an associate. This prohibition 

is set forth in Section 4 of the Act. 

 

4 A member shall not use information that is gained in the execution of his or 

her office and is not available to the general public to further or to seek to further 

the member’s private interest, his or her family’s private interest or the private 

interest of an associate. 

 

Additionally, a Member must not use his or her position to influence other decision makers to 

advance the private interest of the Member, his or her family or an associate. This prohibition is 

set forth in Section 5 of the Act. 

 
5 A member shall not use his or her office to seek to influence a decision made 

by another person to further the member’s private interest, his or her family’s 

private interest or the private interest of an associate. 

 

Members of the Legislative Assembly are prevented by statute from accepting, except in specific 

circumstances, any gifts or benefits offered to them in respect of the carrying out of the 

Member’s duties. This prohibition is set forth in Section 7 of the Act. 
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7(1)  Neither a member nor any of the member’s family shall accept a fee, gift or 
personal benefit, except compensation authorized by law, that is connected 
directly or indirectly with the performance of the member’s duties of office. 

 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to a gift or personal benefit that is received 

as an incident of the protocol or social obligations that normally accompany the 

responsibilities of office. 

 

(3) Where a gift or personal benefit mentioned in subsection (2) is greater than 

$200 in value, or where the total value received directly or indirectly from one 

source in any 12-month period is greater than $200, the member shall immediately 

file with the commissioner a disclosure statement. 
 

(4) The disclosure statement required pursuant to subsection (3) shall: 

(a) be in the form prescribed by the regulations; and 

(b) indicate the nature of the gift or benefit, its source and the circumstances 

under which it was given and accepted. 

 

The interpretation of the provisions referred to above is based in part on the wording of Section 3 

of the Act which provides a definition of “conflict of interest”. 

 

3  For the purposes of this Act, a member has a conflict of interest when the 

member makes a decision or participates in making a decision in the execution of 

his or her office and at the same time knows that in the making of the decision 

there is the opportunity to further his or her private interest, his or her family’s 

private interest or the private interest of an associate. 

 
 

 

A MEMBER MUST AVOID DOING THE FOLLOWING: 

 

 Participating in a Government Contract except those contracts exempted by Section 15(6) of 

the Act or those approved by the Commissioner pursuant to Section 16 of the Act. 

 Making a decision or participating in the making of a decision in the execution of his or her 

office while at the same time knowing that in the making of the decision, there is the 

opportunity to further the Member’s private interest or the private interest of a Member’s 

family or the Member’s associate (Section 3) 
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 Using information that is gained in the execution of his or her office and which information is 

not available to the general public to further or seek to further the Member’s private interest 

or the private interest of the Member’s family or the Member’s associate (Section 4). 

 Using the Member’s office to seek to influence a decision made by another person to further 

the Member’s private interest or the private interest of his or her family or his or her 

associate (Section 5). 

 Accepting any fee, gift or personal benefit other than compensation authorized by law that is 

connected directly or indirectly with the performance of the Member’s duties or office, 

unless the gift or personal benefit is received by the Member as an incident of the protocol 

or social obligations that normally accompany the responsibilities of office (Section 7). 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CONFLICT OF INTEREST COMMISSIONER 

 

The Conflict of Interest Commissioner is an Officer of the Legislative Assembly and is 

independent of Government. In my view, the complete independence granted to the 

Commissioner is essential in the carrying out of the statutory requirements detailed in The 

Members’ Conflict of Interest Act. 

 

It is the responsibility of the Commissioner to ensure that each Member of the Legislative 

Assembly maintains a high standard of ethical conduct. 

 

A conversation I had as a young lawyer, after arguing a case in the Supreme Court of Canada, 

with Chief Justice Brian Dickson had a profound influence on me. After encouraging me to 

accept a judicial appointment, if offered, he said as a judge you only answer to the law and your 

own conscience. Those words stuck with me through my judicial career. As a result of his 

advice, I have always been cognizant of the importance of the independence of the judiciary and 

its effect on the rule of law in a democratic society. The comments of the Chief Justice equally 

apply to my present role. 

 

Our mandate is about more than just following the rules. It is about doing the right thing. In other 

words, when applying the rules, I always inquire what makes sense. 
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The duties of the Commissioner are: 

 act as an adviser to Members to ensure they meet their obligations under the Act; 

 meet with each Member at least annually to review the disclosure of the Member’s financial 

interests; 

 gather information in response to requests made under the Act; and 

 undertake a formal inquiry into alleged contraventions of the Act. 

 

The Commissioner’s primary role is that of an adviser to Members. I encourage all members to 

consult with me at the earliest opportunity if they have questions or concerns about their 

obligations so that potential conflict of interest situations can be avoided. The majority of 

requests usually come from Ministers, given the wider scope of their duties and their additional 

obligations under the Act. 

 

Requests for opinions come in various forms. Members may have an informal conversation with 

me, or may make a formal request for a written response. If I decide that a Member has or may 

have a conflict of interest, I can make recommendations specifying a timeframe for compliance. 

 

My opinions and recommendations are confidential unless released by the Member or with the 

Member’s consent. 

 

In Saskatchewan, within 90 days after an election and annually by March 31
st 

for each year after 

that, each Member must file a MEMBER’S PRIVATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT with me, in 

the form prescribed by the regulations. This disclosure statement must contain an accounting of 

the nature of the assets, liabilities and financial interests of the Member, the Member’s spouse, 

minor children and private corporations they control. 

 

The disclosure requirements are the same for all Members. 
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Once the private disclosure statement has been filed with our Office, the Member (and 

spouse if available) meets with the Commissioner to discuss their obligations under the Act. 

This annual meeting with the Commissioner is required for all Members. 

 

This meeting with Members also helps develop a good working relationship between the 

Commissioner and the Members. These meetings permit me to raise any issues I may have 

concerning the Member’s private disclosure statement as well as to ensure that the information is 

accurate and complete. It also gives each Member an opportunity to inquire about the application 

of the Act to their particular circumstances. This annual meeting is most useful not only for me 

but also for the Members. 

 

After meeting with the Member, I must prepare a MEMBER’S PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

STATEMENT which contains all relevant information provided by the Member (and spouse if 

applicable). They are filed on-line with the Office of the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly prior 

to June 30. 

 

It is critical to underscore that these meetings also provide a further opportunity for me to identify 

and resolve any potential conflicts of interest. 

 

Last year I met with all 58 Members. 

 

They each consulted with me and where necessary, provided me with information I believed was 

lacking in their private disclosure statement. I was satisfied that each Member was aware of his 

or her statutory obligations to avoid actual or perceived conflicts of interest in the carrying out of 

their legislative and executive responsibilities, and each was desirous of observing the letter and 

spirit of the Act. 
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GIFTS 

 

Some time ago I circulated to all Members of the Legislative Assembly a booklet called 

“Accepting and Disclosing Gifts: A Guide for Members”. This booklet provides examples of 

instances when it is appropriate and inappropriate for an MLA to accept gifts and/or benefits. As 

to when an MLA can accept gifts is an ongoing and important concern. I also thought it would be 

helpful to include a copy of The Members' Conflict of Interest Act, as an appendix. 

 

Members should avoid circumstances where a reasonable person might conclude that the gift or 

benefit given was intended to influence the Member in carrying out his or her duties. This 

concern is obviously heightened when gifts are received from a donor who has official dealings 

with the Government. 

 

The rules provide that Members are permitted to accept only those gifts or benefits connected 

with the performance of their duties if it is "a gift or personal benefit that is received as an 

incident of the protocol, customs or social obligations that normally accompany the 

responsibilities of office." Gifts arise due to a protocol, custom or social obligation if a Member, 

for example, participated in a ribbon-cutting ceremony, or made a speech. 

 

Consideration should be given to the following questions when offered a gift or benefit: 

 

 How is this gift connected to my responsibilities of office? 

 Can the gift or benefit reasonably be seen to be given to influence me in the exercise of my 

official responsibilities of office (either as a Member or Minister)? 

 Is there an expectation that I will do something for the donor in return? 

 

In the absence of a protocol, custom or social obligation, the gift is not permissible under section 

7 of the Act. If the gift has already been accepted by the Member, the Conflict of Interest 

Commissioner usually recommends that the gift be returned or reimbursement made to the 

donor. Gifts received with a value over $200 must be publicly disclosed. 
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I was comforted by the comments of Lynn Morrison, the Integrity Commissioner for the 

Province of Ontario. Lynn is retiring after 35 years in public service and has for many years been 

a role model for her colleagues across Canada. 

 

In her last Annual Report Lynn made the following statement in respect to conflict of interest 

and integrity. 

 

At page 2 she states, 

“Integrity and respect for all who work in government are at the heart of 

everything I do. It is what my Office stands for. We strive to meet the highest 

ethical standards to help strengthen the public trust in government and its 

officials. 

 

Heightened public scrutiny about conflict of interest and ethical matters helps 

persuade elected officials of the value of the services this Office provides. And in 

this I have always believed in two things. First, I try to make decisions and offer 

advice that makes good common sense. Second, I firmly believe that education 

and training make a difference. We can’t legislate ethics or integrity, but we can 

all make it a part of who we are. Leading the discussion on conflict of interest and 

ethical choices helps encourage elected officials, political staff and public 

servants to put the needs of the public trust first as they fulfill their responsibilities 

at work. The Office of the Integrity Commissioner does make a difference. 

 

The advice offered by the Office has adapted to this changing environment. I have 

worked very hard to publicly explain the principles of accountability and 

transparency that form the foundation for the advice I provide. I have made 

education and training the focus of my term as Commissioner. I may not have 

been able to speak about case details beyond the anonymized summaries that 

appear in the annual reports, but I have seized every opportunity to speak publicly 

about what constitutes ethical behaviour and how this translates into public 

service in the current day. 

 

My time in the office will soon end; however, the need for integrity and ethical 

guidance is as important as ever. The public has always had the expectation that 

those in public service will act ethically and with integrity. What has changed 

over the years is the sense of what constitutes ethical behaviour and integrity – 

where once it was sufficient to comply with the rules, for example, now an 

official might be criticized because the perception is that the rules themselves are 

not strict enough. There is an expectation that the elected official and public 

servant should be going beyond the rules, doing more to ensure that their 

behaviour meets a higher, often unwritten, standard.”      
 

I echo these comments. 
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As most of you are aware, I had the privilege of recently presiding over the R.M. of Sherwood 

Inquiry which was focused primarily on the conduct of RM Reeve Kevin Eberle. 

 

In preparing the Report I reviewed the principles of the common-law as it relates to conflict of 

interest and came to the conclusion that the common-law would apply in addition to the statute. 

Although my Inquiry is in respect to conflict of interest as it applies to RM councilors, the same 

principles would apply to members of the legislative assembly. As to conflict of interest I stated 

in my report in part as follows: 

 

Having established that the common-law is still applicable, it is necessary to establish the scope 

of the common law with respect to acting in a conflict of interest. Justice Boyd addressed this 

issue in L’Abbé v Blind River (Village) (1904), 3 OWR 162 (WL) (Div Ct) [L’Abbé] when he 

wrote: 

 

[11]  The High Court of Parliament was not only a legislative but a judicial body. 

It combined legislative capacity and judicial power; and it would seem that the 

analogy of cases as to judges and magistrates strongly applies to the fiduciary 

conduct of municipal councilors. The member of a council stands as trustee for 

the local community, and he is not so to vote or deal as to gain or appear to gain 

private advantage out of matters over which he, as one of the council, has 

supervision for the benefit of the public. The councilor should not be able to 

invoke the political or legislative character of his act to secure immunity from 

control, if the taint of personal interest sufficiently appears therein. 

. . . 

[17]   Now, the interest or bias which disqualifies is one which exists separate and 

distinct as to the individual in the particular case – not merely some interest 

possessed in common with his fellows or the public generally… This may be a 

direct monetary interest, or an interest capable of being measured pecuniarily, and 

in such case that a bias exists is presumed. But there may be also substantial 

interest other than pecuniary, and then the question arises, on all the 

circumstances, as to whether there is a real likelihood of bias – a reasonable 

probability that the interested person is likely to be biased with regard to the 

matter in hand. 

[Emphasis added] 

 

More recently, this expanded scope of the common-law on conflict of interest was affirmed by 

Justice Cunningham in the Mississauga Inquiry. 
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He stated, 

 

The important words I take from that paragraph are “deal”, “gain” and “or appear 

to gain”. Members of City Council are entrusted by those who elect them to act in 

the public interest. Optics are important. In other words members of a municipal 

council must conduct themselves in such a way as to avoid any reasonable 

apprehension that their personal interest could in any way influence their elected 

responsibility. Suffice it to say that members of Council (and staff) are not to use 

their office to promote private interests, whether their own or those of relatives or 

friends. They must be unbiased in the exercise of their duties. That is not only the 

common law, but the common sense standard by which the conduct of municipal 

representatives ought to be judged. 

[Emphasis added] 

 

Following the completion of the Mississauga Inquiry, Cunningham J.’s report on the conflict of 

interest issues also confirmed that the scope of the common-law on conflict of interest 

encompassed significantly more than simply not voting on a matter to which a member of 

council may have an interest: 

 

As I explained in my July 8, 2010, Ruling on Conflict of Interest, the most 

important words in the above paragraph [referring to L’Abbé] are “deal”, “gain”, 

and “or appear to gain,” and I stressed the importance of optics. 

 

The broader approach to conflict of interest has also been recognized as the 

prevailing standard by previous commissions of inquiry, including those 

conducted by Commissioners Denise Bellamy and W.D. Parker. As identified in 

the Parker Commission, there are various manifestations of conflict of interest. A 

conflict of interest may be real or apparent. 

 

A real conflict of interest has three prerequisites: (1) the existence of a 

private interest (2) that is known to the public office holder, and (3) that has 

a nexus with his or her public duties and responsibilities that is sufficient to 

influence the exercise of those duties and responsibilities. 

 

An apparent conflict of interest arises when a reasonably well-informed person 

could reasonably conclude, as a result of the surrounding circumstances, that the 

public official must have known about the connection of his or her involvement 

with a matter of private interest. 

[Emphasis added] 
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CANADIAN CONFLICT OF INTEREST NETWORK ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

 

In September of 2014, I attended the annual conference of the Canadian Conflict of Interest 

Network (CCOIN) which took place in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

 

CCOIN is comprised of the various Ethics and Conflict of Interest Commissioners across the 

country at the federal, provincial and territorial levels of government and primarily those who 

have jurisdiction over members of legislative bodies. 

 

We meet on an annual basis to discuss issues of common interest and to seek the advice and view 

of colleagues concerning matters related to conflicts of interest and ethics. These meetings are 

very beneficial to me as there are many Canadians who carry out legislative and executive 

responsibilities similar to the 58 Members of the Saskatchewan Legislative Assembly and I find it 

helpful to learn at the annual conference how my colleagues deal with issues that are common    

or unique to this aspect of our democratic process. 

 

This informal network is also a valuable resource throughout the year. Commissioners stay in 

touch via e-mail and are able to connect with colleagues to seek their views on issues as they 

arise. 
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OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR OF LOBBYISTS 

 

Individuals, groups and or companies have a right to communicate with elected or appointed 

government officials. The Lobbyists Act, passed in April, 2014 but not yet proclaimed, is 

intended to enhance the integrity and accountability of government by fostering openness and 

transparency about who is influencing decisions made by public office holders.  

 

With the passing of The Lobbyists Act, Saskatchewan joins a growing group of provinces and 

municipalities who have already adopted similar legislation. This Act requires all individuals 

who are paid, and employees whose work includes lobbying functions, to register their lobbying 

activities on the Saskatchewan Lobbyist Registry.  

 

In accordance with the legislation, Ronald L. Barclay, Q.C, who is the current Conflict of 

Interest Commissioner, also oversees The Lobbyists Act as an independent office of the 

Legislative Assembly.  Saundra Arberry was appointed as Deputy Register in January, 2015 

following a competitive hiring process. Saundra has previous service with the Government of the 

Northwest Territories, Elections NWT, and more recently Elections Saskatchewan. 

 

In her role as Deputy Registrar, Saundra will be focusing on designing, implementing, and 

operating the province’s lobbyist registry, promoting and educating the general public, 

stakeholders, and the lobbyist community about The Lobbyists Act, and ensuring compliance and 

conformity of lobbyists to The Lobbyists Act.  

 

The office of the Registrar of Lobbyists has now been established and is fully operational.  

 

During the initial start-up phase we procured the services of an IT consultant to help us choose a 

suitable registry system.  The consultant, Mary Carlson, has over 15 years experience as Deputy 

Registrar of the Lobbyists office in British Columbia and has a wealth of experience with the 

various lobbyist registry systems throughout Canada. Of critical importance, Mary assisted the 

office in setting up a high level implementation plan.  This plan sets out the critical events and 

projects that must be accomplished to establish the Office of the Registrar of Lobbyists, and the 

registry.  
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Many initial policy discussions have taken place regarding specific sections in the Act and 

Regulations. These discussions were essential in clarifying terms, creating working directives 

and policies. To assist the Office with these actions we have also entered into a contract with 

Brad Odsen, Q.C., who is the former Deputy Registrar of Alberta. Brad provides valuable, 

directly related knowledge of lobbyist legislation and best practices, as well as direct experience 

in running a lobbyist registry. His contract with this office continues until March 2016. 

 

A visual identity and logo standards for the Office of the Registrar of Lobbyists has been created 

and will be used for the website, business cards, letterhead, educational materials, etc. After a 

successful tendering process we selected a Regina based communications firm to assist us with 

creating a communications plan and ongoing communications support. This company will work 

with the office in creating outreach materials, a website and other communication elements to 

ensure lobbyists, MLA’s, and the public know and understand the lobbyist legislation. 

 

 

REGISTRY 

 

It is anticipated the Registry will be launched in spring 2016. 

 

The purpose of a lobbyist registry is to promote transparency and accountability by providing the 

public with easily accessed information about who is lobbying the Saskatchewan government 

and on what topics. 

 

Ongoing discussions with IT professionals have resulted in setting a strategy for determining 

what registry system should be used in Saskatchewan.  A cross-jurisdictional review of registry 

systems was undertaken and the Federal Lobbying Commissioner was consulted for advice and 

assistance.  

 

Based on these business requirements we identified options in three other jurisdictions for the 

development of the most suitable system.  
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We are particularly pleased to report that we have retained a Business Analyst who is examining 

other potential systems. The response to the RFR we tendered was tremendous and after much 

consideration the contract was awarded to Paul Borchardt, a Regina based sole contractor who 

has many years of experience in the IT and project management fields.  His report will form the 

basis of our recommendation to the Board of Internal Economy.  

 

 

BUDGET 

 

The 2014-2015 estimates for the Office of the Registrar of Lobbyists include one-time expenses 

associated with opening and staffing a new office. It does not include the cost of establishing a 

registry system. The Registrar will appear before the Board of Internal Economy at its earliest 

convenience and request a supplemental appropriation once the cost of a registry has been 

determined.  

 

COMMUNICATIONS AND OUTREACH 

 

In addition to implementation of a registry, education and communication are key areas of focus 

for the Saskatchewan Registrar of Lobbyists. Education seminars will begin a few months prior 

to the launch date of the registry and continue after the Act is in force.  This awareness will be 

delivered across the province for the general public, stakeholders and the lobbyist community.  

Informational materials and a registry website are in development and will be available and 

widely distributed in conjunction with the educational seminars. Outreach efforts will continue 

once the registry in officially launched and the Act proclaimed.  

 

 

THE ACT 

 

It is expected that the legislation, which is currently not in effect, will be proclaimed in force at 

the same time the Registry is launched.  
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BUDGET FOR COIC 2015-2016 

 
 

 
ESTIMATES 2015-2016 

Personal Services $138,336 

Contractual Services $  21,950 

Advertising $    2,300 

Travel and Business $ 6,000 

Supplies and Services $ 2,700 

TOTAL $171,286 

 

 

 

BUDGET FOR REGISTRAR OF LOBBYISTS 2015-2016 
 

 

 
ESTIMATES 2015-2016 

Personal Services $191,310 

Contractual Services $182,400 

Advertising $          0 

Travel and Business $  37,000 

Supplies and Services $   6,600 

TOTAL $417,310 



 

 

EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION 

 

I wish to express my appreciation to Beverley Yuen, my executive assistant and to Ron Samways 

from the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly Office for their assistance. Our achievements could 

not have been possible without their dedication and contributions. I extend my sincere thanks to 

each of them for their valuable service. 

 

The persons that are employed in the offices of the Speaker, the Clerk of the Legislative 

Assembly and Financial Services have also been of great assistance to me. Their help has been 

invaluable and I express my sincere thanks to all of them. 
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